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Just days before a massive exhibition opens at the popular New York Museum of Natural History,

visitors are being savagely murdered in the museum's dark hallways and secret rooms. Autopsies

indicate that the killer cannot be human... But the museum's directors plan to go ahead with a big

bash to celebrate the new exhibition, in spite of the murders. Museum researcher Margo Green

must find out who - or what - is doing the killing. But can she do it in time to stop the massacre?
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I recently decided to pick up the first book written by Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child and give it a

go. I am a huge fan of these two, and for some odd reason, I never picked up The Relic. No I am

mad at myself for not picking it up earlier.Having read Reliquary and all of their other books, I had

the basic story line of The Relic down before I opened the cover, so I was not expecting much. Well,

I was wrong, this book is filled with incredible action, and details that keeps it moving at such a fast

pace.One mistake leads to another, and things just keep moving. I enjoyed meeting Agent

Pengergrast for the first time, and I though the other characters were developed very well.All in all,

this is the first Preston Child book, and it is still the best, Cabinet of Curiosities comes in a close

second! This book is highly recommended!Also, if you have seen the movie, pick up the book, there

are so many differences that it is almost a whole new story!

I have read several works of Preston and Child. I have read their works in the following order: THE



CABINET OF CURIOSITIES, MOUNT DRAGON, and RELIC. Currently, I am reading the follow-up

to RELIC - a novel entitled, RELIQUARY. I made one big mistake by reading Preston and Child's

THE CABINET OF CURIOSITIES prior to reading RELIC. Some of the characters in THE CABINET

OF CURIOSITIES can be found in the RELIC. If I explain the reasoning for my mistake, I will ruin

the intrigue of the central plot of THE CABINET OF CURIOSITIES. Thus, I will offer no explanation,

but rather just ask you to trust me: read RELIC and RELIQUARY prior to reading THE CABINET OF

CURIOSITIES. RELIC ends with, "there is a knock on the door." This leads into the next novel

RELIQUARY.I cannot express my delight of reading Preston and Child. There is an intensity of their

writing that induces me to forget that I am reading a book. When I am involved in reading their

novels, my mind travels with the characters in the novel. I find myself sweating and sitting on the

edge of my chair. Their writing is quite astonishing. In addition, they bring in technology and the

anthropological/biological sciences in a remarkable manner. That last time I took a biology course

was in the 70's. Although I didn't believe this while I was in college, I certainly had a great biology

professor. I had to employ my basic of knowledge of biology to comprehend the storyline. My

biology course not a waste of time.I will continue to read Preston and Child, but will make sure I'll

read them in order of their publication dates. I give you the same recommendation.

I don't give out 5 star reviews lightly, but in this case I do not hesitate much. Generally, 5 stars is

reserved for "imporant" or "artful" fiction, but this book is simply a masteripiece and the crown jewel

of monster fiction.We've ALL read books where someone wanders off into the darkness and gets

maimed, and most of the time in some pretty vivid, arresting descriptions. But were we ever really

frightened. Did we feel not just tension, but a plummeting, primitive fear?RELIC certainly provides

that, but never before have I been so frightened for characters that I didn't really care about. I admit

that I am not a huge fan of this science-laden gibberish mingled with action, but it is quite clear that

Lincoln and Child have a solid understanding of horror.Perhaps there is something about their

diction, which despite its sometimes convoluted, scientific nature, is always quick and flab-less.

Perhaps it is that they have finally touched upon the haunted museum idea. Perhaps it is because

despite the science and complicated passages, they still allow the book to boil to down to basic

monster fiction.And it works. Boy does it ever work. I can't remember ever REALLY being uneasy

and frightened reading a book, but RELIC is a lean, visceral and frightening book, harrowing and

gruesome. Read it.

I read Relic over three months ago, and it is still fresh in mymind. This book is great! Preston and



Child show themselves to be apowerful emerging force in the thriller/sci-fi field. The setting for the

story (the American Museum of Natural History in New York City) is realistic and frightening at the

same time. Several scenes make good use of the museum's dark corridors and lonely exhibitions.

The character development throughout the story is superb, and you actually find yourself cheering

for some characters, and heckling others. My personal favorite is the ever-so-cool (almost

Holmesian) Special Agent Pendergast. The plot is interesting, and yet equally as terrifying. It is not

the gore that will scare you, but Mbwun, the creature itself. This thing is something out of a

nightmare! The descriptions of this thing are so detailed that, in the darkness, you will find yourself

listening to hear the tread of those stealthly feet, smelling the air to detect that pungent, goatish

odor, and straining your eyes to see that looming shadow against shadows and those feral red eyes

that announce its presence. Perhaps the greatest surprise of the entire book comes in the epilogue

when..., well, if you want to find out, you are going to have to read the book yourself. Truly, this book

has everything a person could hope for in a novel. So read Relic, and you will never look at a

museum the same way again.
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